
Status of the EW Studies

Physics Reminders:

Plan:  To measure θw using 
        elastic scatters (ES)

Purpose:  Study NuTeV anomaly 
             & test EW model
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Simple Study as a First Check
(memo passed out in August)

Question:   Do IBD and ES events reconstruct with the same
   pulls, and hence the same fiducial volume?

Make a simple MC that has, as its ''base'':

� a 2 volume region

� attenuation length in inner volume = 4m

� attenuation in outer volume = 15m

� inner radius 2.7m

� outer radius 3.5m 

� Phototube coverage 25%

� Tube radius 10 cm

Generate events from 0 to 2.5m at 0.5m intervals

Note: We care about the relative fiducial error between
IBD and ES



Event generation: baseline is 5 MeV

ES:
single point vertices (initially)
scintillation light is emitted isotropically
Direction of each emitted photon is chosen randomly
Attenuation in the 2 regions is included
Probability of a tube hit is Poisson
Tubes can be hit more than once.
Calibration:  5 MeV = 1000 hits

IBD:
Central vertex plus 2 photons
Each photon compton scatters
Compton-scattered electrons produce scintillation light isotropically
(See ES for rest of information on generation)



Event displays
for the IBD 
events



Event reconstruction:

Uses 4 parameters:  3 spacial coordinates + Normalization
The starting vertex is the charge-weighted center
The starting norm is sum(tube hits/expectation)
The Poisson probability is calculated with:

µ = predicted number of hits
n= number of registered hits

-L = sum(-log(probabilities))... this is minimized 



Example Results: 

From these histograms the difference in the 
reconstruction of IBD and ES is ~3mm



Variations of the MC ''baseline'':

�Another energy (3 MeV)

� Addition of noise -- 4%

� Lower attenuation 

� Higher attenuation

� Extended central vertices

Conclusion of this preliminary look

Achieving a relative 3mm error on the reconstructed fiducial radius
looks achievable

So for now assuming a 0.3% systematic on the ES studies looks 
reasonable.

Next steps:
Go to a more sophisticated MC
Think about how to do in-situ tests.


